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PLATES CLXXXVII. AND CLXXXVIII. 

Part II. 
IN the preceding part the author gave an explanation of his method 
of classification ; he then proceeds to describe the typical forms of 
the sixteen tribes into which the two sub-families are divided.-F. K. 

1st Sub-family, PLACOCH LIOMATICEB. Frustules furnished 
with a lamellate endochrome. 

1st Tribe, ACENANTHEB. 
This tribe is the same as Herr Grunow’s (minus the genus 

Rhoicosphenia, which I again place with the Gomphonemez), and 
comprehends the genera Cocconeis and Achnanthes of Dr. l’fitzer. 
It contains the diatoms that have their frustules arched or geni- 
culate and the two valves unsymmetrical, one of which is convex 
and the other concave, the latter only having a central nodule. 
The endochrome consists of a very thick single layer placed on the 
internal surface of one of the two valves, the other remaining 
independeqt. 

I have been able to verify this disposition of the endochrome in 
Achnanthes lon.qipes Ag. This species conforms to the common 
law, although Dr. Pfitzer * says that the endochrome is broken up 
into a great quantity of small fragments. This condition may be 
observed, but only when the Achnanthes have been some time out 
of the sea, the plasma altering very rapidly. [Dr. Pfitzer is not 
positive of this; he says, “Bei den wenigen Exemplaren von 
A. longipes Ag. melche mir vorkamen, waren die Endochromplatten 
in viele kleinere l‘heile zerschnitten ich muss &hi% gestellt seiiz 
lassen, ob dies ein normaler Zustand war.”-F. K.) 

Genera, Cocconeis, Achlzanthidium, Achnanthes. 

2nd Tribe, GOBSIPHONENEE, 
contains two genera only. This tribe is connected with the pres 
ceding by the genus Rhoicosphenia Grun. 

This genus, like Achnanthes, has the valves non-symmetrical, 
bent or geniculate, and only one of them has a central nodule ; but 
the frustule is cuneiform, like the other Gomphonemas, and the 
endochrome consists of a single layer resting on one of the scales 

* L O C .  cit., p. 85. 
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of the zone, and covering the two valves and the other side of the 
zone, in the middle of which is found the line of separation. This 
disposition of the endochrome characterizes the Gomphonemeae. 

Genera, Rhicosphenia, Gomphonema. 

3rd Tribe, CYNBELLEI. 
The Cymbelleae comprises all the genera having the valves 

cymbiform or arched, and the endochrome disposed exactly the 
same as found in Gomphonemeae. The layer sometimes rests on 
the convex and sometimes on the concave zone ; this particularIy 
serves to distinguish the difference between the genera. I follow 
the example of Dr. Pfitzer in connecting Epithemia with Amphora ; 
but all of them require further study. 

Genera, Cocconema, Cymbella, En yonema, Amphora, Epi- 
themia, Bre’bssonia Grun. 

4th Tribe, XAVICULEE. 
This tribe includes the genera having generally symmetrical 

valves and without keels, the endochrome of which is divided into 
two layers resting on each side of the zone with two lines of sepa- 
ration. The genera differ only by the slightest modifications which 
the endochrome undergoes. 

The Cymbellea a proach the Naviculea through the genus 
Bre’bissonia Grun. L%his genus was constituted to receive the 
form named by Ehrenberg * Cyrnbella Boeckii = Gonaphonema 
lanceolatum Ag. t = Doryphora Boeckii Smith. Professor H. L. 
Smith 4 refers it to Navicu1a.-F. K.] I t  has the symmetrical valves 
of the latter and the endochrome of the Cymbelleae. 

Navic~la sphmophora (Kutz.) = Anornameis spkmophora 
Pfitzer, is the link on the side of the Naviculeae. Dr. Pfitzer has 
created a new enus for the reception of this species, having 

nodule, this want of symmetry establishing the relationship of 
this species with the Cymbelleae. The characters furnished by the 
endochrome, according to Dr. Pfitzer, differ completely from those of 
N. ambigua Ehr., a species some authors are disposed to unite to 
N. sphmophora Ktz.11 [N. ambigzca, if the character of the 
striation is of any specific value, should be placed near to N. cus- 
pidata, as its longitudinal striae closely resemble those on that 
form.-F. E.] But Dr. Pfitzer does not my if the disposition of the 
endochrome is constant, but that the fault in the striation is found 
on individuals from various localities. For myself, I have not been 
able to verify the fact, neither on the specimens I have collected a t  

remarked a blan P space in the striation on one side of the central 

* ‘ Infu‘usionsthicrchen,’ tafel 19, fig. 5. 
1 Synopsis British Diatomaceq’ i. p. 77. 
11 Rabenhorst, ‘ F1. Europ. Alprum,’ p. 192. 

t Aprdh’s ‘ Conspectus,’ p. 34. 
9 ‘Lens,’ vol. i. pp. 77, 78. 
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the end of the lac d‘Enghien nor on the type specimen of Moller. 
The quincuncial disposition of the puncta as indicated by Herr 
Grunow * is the only thing I have been able to verify. [In my 
own gatherings of this species the blank space is not invariably pre- 
sent, and I have doubts whether the smooth space really exists. 
I frequently find that a slight change of focus renders the striae 
visible, as in N. buissima Htz., and N .  crucicula Donkin‘= 
Xtauroneis crucicula Sm. The one-sided blank space is constant on 
the valves of N. bohemica and sculpta Ehr. = N. tumens Sm., but 
the pseudo (3) blank space on N. spharophora seems to be caused 
by a slight de ression in the surface of the valves.-3’. K.] 

Genera, it avicula (Xchizolzema), Pleurosigma, Xcoliopleura, 
Xtauroneis. 

5th Tribe, AMPHIPROREE. 
The tribe of Amphiproreae only in some degree form a section of 

the Naviculeae. The disposition of the endochrome is the same, the 
presence of keels on the surface of the valves constituting the 
difference. I unite in this tribe the Amphipleurz, Plagiotropideae, 
and the Amphitropideae of Dr. Pfitzer,? the arrangement of the 
endochrome being the same in the three groups, and the sole 
difference consists in the number and position of the keels. 

The connection with the tribe of Nitzschieae is established 
through Amphiprora paludosa W. Sm., a species presenting a very 
curious organization, and for which Dr. Pfitzer has created a special 
group. 

The f. v. of this species is in the form of a figure of 8, and 
is twisted in such a fashion that half of the lower half is at right 
angles with the uppery and the valves are so reflexed that only a 
small space exists between the two sides of the zone. One can 
comprehend that the two portions of the endochrome are united 
between them, and that the eye cannot detect a single layer. I t  is 
in consequence of this abnormal disposition that Dr. Pfitzer sepa- 
rates A .  paludosa W. Sm., from the other species. Whilst I have 
only found a single modification of the endochrome forming a con- 
necting link with a group of the Nitzschieae in which the endochrome 
forms a single layer placed diagonally in the frustule (Fig. 13, 

Genera, Amphipleura, Berkeleya, Amphiprora. 
[The following is Ehrenberg’s description of A. pellucida in 

(( Naviculu ? pellucida, gefurchtes Schiffchen, tafel xiii., fig. 3. 

Y1. CLXXXVII.). 

the 6 Infusionsthierchen ’ : 

* Grunow, ‘Verhandlung in Wien,’ 1860, p. 540. 
t Rabenhorst constructcd what he supposed to be a new genus to  receive 

A .  palzdosa, A .  alata, A .  di(plex, and A. qagnntea. This he called Amphicampa 
( 6  ylor. Europ.’ p. 257), quite forgetting that he had at p. 75 described Ehrenberg’s 
genus Amphicampa. He afterwards changed it to Amphitropis. 
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N. laevis testula lineari lanceolata aciculari utrinque sub-acuta 
longitudinaliter sulcata sulco singulo in quovis latere intercostas binis. 

Ich kenn diese Form nur aus Exemplaren, die ich von Herrn 
Kutzing trocken erhielt. E r  hat in den verkiuflichen Decaden 
seiner Algen verbreitet. Sie liess sich scharfer beobachten, doch 
bin ich fiber die mittleren Offnungen in Zweifel geblieben. Sie hat 
einen Kieselpanzer, kann daher kein Closterizcm sein. Vielleicht 
eigene Gattung. Sie fand sich zahlreich zwischen Oscillatorien 
urid war beweglich.” 

I have examined specimens of this form from many localities 
and several exquisite photographs by Woodward, Janisch, and 
others, but have never been able to detect the keels; one of the 
photos., takcn with a Tolles’ immersion 25 amplifying 2051 diameters, 
shows the stria? reaching from margin to margin, which would not 
be the case if the valve was not perfectly flat, Ehrenberg gives 
an ideal transverse section of the frustule, and this has apparently 
misled other observers who assumed the correctness of the sectional 
view. I have also examined the figures in Ehrenberg’s ‘Infu- 
sionsthierchen,’ Kiitzing’s ‘ Bacillarien,’ Rabenhorstb ( Susswasser 
Diatomaceen,’ and ‘Alg. Europ.’ (the figure in the latter work 
is evidently copied from Wm. Smith’s ‘ Synopsis ’), Hassell’s 
‘British Fresh- water Algae,’ pl. cii. fig. 8, Pritchard’s ( Infu- 
soria,’ 3rd and 4th edition; the figures here are copied from 
Ehrenberg and Kutzing, excepting fig. 30, pl. iv., 4th edit., which 
is from the ‘Synopsis,’ the last being the most unlike the form 
we call A. pellucida; indeed, were it not that West says * that 
it  is identical with Raphidogha micalzs, Kiitz. (by the way this 
is a marine species, and Kiitzing’s figures of it, although like 
A. pelZucida, do not resemble that in the ‘Synopsis’), I should 
be disposed to believe that the A. pellucida of the ‘ Synopsis ’ is 
not the A. pellzccida of other authors. It i s  remarkable that 
none of the engraved figures bear the slightest resemblance to the 
actual form, and that the curious median line, with its spatulate 
terminal expansions distinctly visible even with a single lens 
magnifying 60 diameters, should not only have been overlooked 
by the earlier observers, but also by the Rev. W. Smith, who 
sometimes used a Smith and Beck +th objective. The sub-marginal 
dots of course only existed in the draughtsman’s imagination. 
Schumann’s fignret is fairly like this species, but represents the 
striw as composed of puncta arranged in squares about 15 or 
16 in * 001” ! ! ! 

In  a communication received (1864) from Professor W. Arnott, 
he says, ‘( Not one species (of Amphipleura) has longitudinal ribs or 
costae ; even on the frustules what have been mktaken for them in 
8. pellzccida are the median lines and two margins of each valve, 

* I’ritchard, 4th edit., 1). 955. 
t ’ Die Dintorn~oii dcr Iiolicn ‘l’al~:,’ tui. ii. iig. 13. 
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making two median lines and four margins, in all six lines, which, as 
the valves are very pellucid, are seen all at  once in the frustule, but 
the valves fihow the real structure.” 

The 
Rev. W. Smith merely remarks that “ The frustules (? valves) are 
linear lanceolate, length * 0033 to .0034,” a description that applies 
to scores of Naviculoid forms. 

The species A. paludosa was considered by the late Professor 
Walker Arnott to be merely a delicate variety of A. alata. The 
form of the valves in both species is dif3cult to understand’when 
examined with a monocular only, but with a binocular and a %-inch 
objective it is easily made out. The keel consists of a thin plate or 
ribbon of silex appearing when the frustule is seen in f. v. like 
a double arch, the central depression sometimes showing traces of 
a central nodule. I n  A.pa1udosa the four arches of the frustule 
are reflexed or bent over in opposite directions; in A. alata and 
A. ornata they are more nearly at right angles to the surface of 
the valve. The presence of a keel is in fact the principal dis- 
tinction between Amphiprora and Scoliopleura Grunow. Amphi- 
proya latestriata of de Brkbisson is Xcoliopleura convexa (Navicula 
convexa of Wm. Smith), and not Nitzschia bilobata, as supposed by 
t,he author of the ‘ Synopsis ’ and Rlr. Ralfs. The nearest ally to 
Amphiprora is probably I)onkinia.-F. K.] 

6th Tribe, NITZSCHIEE. 
The Nitzschies offer the greatest variety in the form of the 

frustules; they all have a punctate keel and a single layer of 
endochrome with central elliptical opening. The relation of the 
endochrome to the valves offers three modifications. 1st. The 
parts of the zone are so compressed that there remains but little 
space for the layer of endochrome, which in consequence traverses 
the frustule diagonally (13) from one keel to the other. It is 
this group that forms the connection with the Amphiproreae. 
2nd. The layer is very mall ,  and is completely divided by the 
central elliptical opening. 3rd, and lastly. The layer of endochrome 
rests on one of the sides of the zone, and covers the two adjacent 
valves (Figs. 11, 12, 13). Among the Tryblionella, a genus of 
which M. Pfitzer does not speak, the endochrome, so far as I 
have verified it in T. comtricta Greg., and T. Haarztzschiana Grun., 
presents the mme disposition as in the third group of Nitzschieae. 

When I de- 
scribed the species P. pulcherrima, I had not seen the s. v., 
which is very narrow (.0005 to .0007 of an inch in breadth), 
linear with acute apices. A line of large distant granules 
trltverses the centre of the valve from apex to apex. The diagram, 

The descriptions are equally inaccurate and obscure. 

Genera, Nitzschia, Ceratoarzeis, Tryblionella. 
/The first group belongs to my genus Perrya.* 

* ‘IT. BI. J.’ vul. xi. 13. 218. 
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Fig. 3, P1. LXXXI., is consequently incorrect. M. Petit's Fig. 13 
fairly represents a transverse section of a frustule of Perrya. 

The genus Ceratoneis of Ehrenberg must be taken with some 
limitation, as it includes forms not belonging to the Nitzschiea- 
F. K.] 

7th Tribe, SURIRELLEE (Figs. 16, 17). 
The siliceous envelope of the Tryblionella very much resembles 

in constitution certain species of the genus Surirella. I, however, 
have never had the good fortune to come across a transitional 
species, nevertheless one is able to comprehend the connection 
which exists between this tribe and the preceding; but in the 
meanwhile one is able to understand the unity that exists between 
them. 

The endochrome in the third group invests only one side of the 
zone of the two valves ; if we imagine this layer to become divided 
above the zone, that is to say, in the middle, and which occurs 
from the longitudinal extension of the central opening, the result 
will be two layers of endochrome covering each valve. This dis- 
position of the endochrome is found in all the Surirelleae (Figs. 16 
and 17). To this disposition of the endochrome we have only to 
add the presence of alae on the margins of the valves to have the 
distinctive character of this tribe. 

[Dr. Pfitzer" says that this genus is very incorrectly d e d  
Surirella. The discoverer Turpin named it after a physician in 
Hhvre, Dr. Suriray; it ought, therefore, to be called Suriraya. 
(" Mit Unrecht schreibt man den Namen dieser Gattung iiberall 
Szlrirella. Der Entdecker Turpin ( a  a 0, S 362) benannte sie 
nach einem Arzte Suriray in Hhvre und wir mumen daher wie 
yon Bray Bruya, von Berkeley Berkeleyu, so auch hier von Suriray 
S w i r a y a  ableiten.") I quite agree with Dr. Pfitzer that the 
name of this genus should be altered ; but unfortunately the old 
spelling has become so fixed, that there is, I fear, but slight chance 
of the correct form being adopted-F. K.] 

8th Tribe, SYNEDREB. 
I n  the Synedreae the endochrome, with some slight modifications, 

resent the same aspect as that in the Surirelleae and Eunotieae. 
{'he alae on the valves are absent, and this constitutes the differen- 
tiation of this tribe with the preceding. 

Tralzsactions of the Royal Microscopical Xociety. 

Genera, Staurosiru, Sylzedra. 

9th Tribe, EUNOTIEB (Fig. 20). 
The arrangement of the endochrome is the same as that in the 

Surirelles and Synedreae, but the layers cover the adjacent parts 
* LOC. cit., p. 107. 
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of the zone, and are divided towards the centre by a deep furrow 
spread out perpendicularly towards the valve. This character and 
the form of the valves are sufficient to distinguish the Synedras from 
the Eunotias. 

Genera, Eunotia, Himantidium. 

2nd Sub -family, COCCOGHROMATICEE Frustules containing a 
granular endochrome. 

10th Tribe, FRAGILARIEE (Fig. 21). 
This tribe contains the species very closely related to the 

Eunotiefe and Synedree through the form of the frustules. On 
the other hand, in the two last tribes (which strictly should form 
but one) we see that the endochrome shows a tendency to divide. 
I n  the Fragilarieae we now meet with the endochrome divided into 
a great number of small layers, and we find it distinctly granular 
(Fig. 21). 

The genera Fragilaria and Odontidium, through the study 
of their endochrome, must be again revised, as a great number of 
their species ought to be placed among the Placochromaticees. 
Ex.: F. capucilza Desm., 0. mutabile W. Sm., and 0. tabellaria 
W. Sm. 

As to the genus Diatoma, of which Dr. Pfitzer would even 
abolish the name, I believe it must be preserved, because it has 
given the name to the family, and, moreover, it offers some very 
decided characters. I n  spite of the very good reasons that he is 
able to give, it would be impossible to change the generally ad- 
mitted name of Diatomacese to that of Bacillaria, which is only 
employed by a small number of German authors. 

Genera, Fragilaria, Diatoma, and a number of marine genera. 

11th Tribe, MERIDIEIF, (Fig. 22). 
The disposition of the granular endochrome on the internal 

surface of the valves is the same as that found in the preceding 
tribe, but in the Meiidieae the frustules are cuneiform-a parti- 
cularity which is sensibly apparent in many varieties of the genus 
Diatoma. It is therefore through this genus that the passage of 
one tribe into the other takes place. 

Genera, Meridiem, Eucarnpia. 
[Meridion is placed in the genus Diatoma by Professor H. L. 

Smith.* The cuneate form of the frustules is not constant. Pro- 
fessor Smith has sent me specimens in which the frustules form 
straight filaments like a Fragilaris. The species of this genus 
bear a strong resemblance to OdoNtidium alzomalum, as noticed 

* ‘Lens,’ vol. i. p. 83. 
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by the author of the ‘Synopsis.’ * The ordinary arrangement thuq 
coinciding with the natural system.-F. K.] 

Tramactions of the Royal Microscopical Society. 

12th Tribe, LICMOPHOREB (Fig. 13). 
The endochrome in this tribe preserves the same disposition as 

in the two preceding; but the frustules are cuneiform as in the 
Meridieae, presenting this peculiarity that between the two primary 
are developed a certain number of supernumerary valves to which 
we have given the name of diaphragms. This modification in the 
physical structure of the frustule leads to the tribe of the Tabellarieae, 
in which we meet with the genera containing an illimitable number 
of diaphragms : ex., Striatella. 

1st section, diaphragm rudimentary. Podosphenia, Licmo- 
phora. 

2nd section, two diaphragms. Climacosphenia. 
[The portions of the frustule here called diaphragms are the 

annuli and septae of the ‘Synopsis.’t The late Professor W. Arnott 
once suggested to me that these annuli were perhaps abortive 
valves. 

13th Tribe, TABELLARIPES (Fig. 24). 
This tribe is composed of all the classes of Diatomaceae of 

which the frustules are not cuneiform, and are furnished with 
internal diaphragms. The granular endochrome, which is scattered 
in most of the genera, here unites in the form of a star very similar 
to the genus Striatella, and forms thus the passage from the 
Tabellariea! to the Biddzclphim. 

1st section, Frustules furnished with two diaphragms. Dia- 
tomella, Gramnzatophora. 

2nd section, Prustules furnished with more than two dia- 
phragms. 

*Granular endochrome disposed without order. Tabellaria, 
Tetracyclus, Rhabdonema. 

“*Granular endochrome radiating from a central point. Stria- 
tella (Fig. 15). 

In this view I cannot concur.--F. K,] 

14th Tribe, BIDDULPHIEE. 
I unite in this tribe the Anguliferae and the Biddulphieae of 

authors, seeing that they have a common characteristic, the 
granular endochrome disposed in lines radiating from a central 
point. The development of the frustules is also the same in every 
species of these two groups, which thus form one very natural 
tribe. I n  most of the species the frustules are f h i s h e d  with 
appendices; as to their form, it is most variable. Sometimes the 
frustules are very irregular, sometimes they affect a geometrical 

* Synopsis,’ vol. ii. p. 16. t Vol. ii. p. 32. 
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outline with regular angles ; but we never meet with the discoid 
form. The regular polygonal form affected by certain species of 
Triceratium * reaches to the limit of the discoid form characteristic 
of the tribe of Coscinodisceae. 

Genera, Isthmia, Biddulphia, Antphitetras, Triceratium. 
$Professor H. L. Smith unites the two last-named genera with 

Bid ulphia, thus getting quit of the absurdity of calling a form 
with four or more horns a Triceratium. M. Yetit's remark that 
we never meet with a discoid form in this tribe is incorrect. Bid- 
dulphia radiuta (Roper) is truly circular, and in a gathering made 
by Captain Perry, of Liverpool, Triceratium orbiculatum occurred 
with a circular outline and sub-marginal processes, in fact so like 
an Auliscus that many specimens were distributed with the MS. 
name of Auliscus formosus ; and it was only by the examination of 
a series of valves of T. orbicdatum from various localities that its 
true generic position was satisfactorily made out. On the other 
hand, one of the Coscinodisceae, (a species of Stictodiscus,) is some- 
times distinctly triangular. 

There is one characteristic which appears to be very constant 
in the genus Biddulphia, viz. two or more spines placed a t  right 
angles to the processes. These spines or set% may also be detected 
on several species of Triceratium, but usually placed at  the base of 
the process. I n  this tribe, Professor H. L. Smith places Eucampia. 
-F. K.] 

15th Tribe, COSCINODISCEI (Fig. 27). 
I n  this tribe I comprehend all the genera having discoid valves 

and granular endochrome except Cyclotella. Meanwhile it is pro- 
bable that further study of the endochrome will result in a division 
of the tribe. Many of the species are only met with in a fossil state, 
and those that are living are for the most part found in great depths, 
which render the study of this group very difficult. The only 
species I have been able to study whilst living is Eupodiscus Argus, 
and the figure of Coscinodiscus centralis Ehr. by M. Max Schultze,t 
which seem to confirm the hypothesis that all other discoid forms 
have radiating granules of endochrome. M. Borscow $ affirms that 
the Eupodisci have rudimentary appendages resembling the Bid- 
dulphias. 

Genera, Eupodiscus, C'oscinodiscus, Actinoptyelaus, Asterom- 

[I am not satisfied that Diatomaceae do live at great depths. I 
have had the opportunity of examining many deep-sea soundings, 
some of them from depths varying from 1189 to 3103 fathoms, and I 
have arrived at the conclusion that the forms occurring in them had 

phuks, &c. 

* Kitton, ' M. M. J.,' November 1874, p. 219. 
t Max Schultze, ' Q. M. J.,' vol. vii., 1859, pl. ii. fig. 13. 
f Borscow, ' Die Siisswasser Diatomaceon des Siidwestlicheii Russland.' 
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ceased to live long before they were depofiited on the sea bottom. 
I n  some instances it seems probable that the dredge or sounding 
plummet had brought up a portion of some fossil deposit. One of 
the ‘ Challenger’ soundings, made, I believe, somewhere in the neigh- 
bourhood of Kerguelen’s Land (from a depth of 1950 fathoms),* I 
had an opportunity of examining before it had been acidized, and 
no traces of endochrome could be detected in the few frustules 
observed in it. Many of the valves had the abraded and water- 
worn appearance observable in the fossil Diatomaceae. 

I n  some soundings made during one of the United States 
exploring expeditions (from depths varying from 1189 to 3103 
fathoms), fragments of Coscifiodiscus Rex were not uncommon. 
This is undoubtedly a pelagic species, and was first found in the 
Indian Ocean by Dr. Wallich.? In one of the ‘ Challenger ’ dredg- 
ings (2900 fathoms) these remains occur in enormous quantities, 
and appear like thin plates of silex; they are very hyaline, and 
marked with small distant radiant puncta which become scattered 
as they approach the centre. Interspersed with these will be ob- 
served a few small nodules. Mixed with the remains of the discs 
are portions of the connecting zone; on these the punctae are 
smaller, closer, and arranged in transverse parallel limes. I de- 
tected one of these zones nearly $.of an inch in length (and then 
not complete), and &a of an inch in breadth. The valve to which 
it belonged would not have been less than of an inch in diameter. 
In most of these dredgings various species of Asterolmpra, Chaeto- 
ceros, and Rhizosolenia occur, the latter never perfect. It is well 
known that the two last form a large proportion of oceanic surface 
gatherings, and are probably the food of Ptero ods, &c., which 

siliceous nature prevents their destruction, they are a t  last voided 
with other faecal matter, and sink to the bottom of the ocean, the 
larger forms being of course much comminuted.-F. K.] 

16th Tribe, ME LO SIRE^ (Figs. 28, 29). 
The genus Cyclotella (Fig. 28) is composed of species with 

discoid frustules (? valves), and establishes the relationship of the 
Coscinodisceae with the Melosireae. In  this last tribe the granular 
endochrome is scattered over the internal surface of the frustule ; it 
is this circumstance that distinguishes it from the preceding tribe. 

again become the food of variousspecies of wha P es, and, as their 

* This material contains many of the species figured by Ehrenberg in his 
‘ Microgeologie.’ His samples were collected by Sir James Clarke Ross during 
his Antarctic expedition in tlie year 1847. One was from “Pancake Ice,” 
lat. 78’ lo’s., long. 162’ W., and the other from the mi bottom (1620 feet), 
lat. 62’ 40’ S., long. 55’ W. Ehrcnbcrg’s ‘ Microgeologie,’ tafel 35. 

t I h v c  had the pleasure of seeing a perfect and authentic specimen of this 
fine species; it measures & of an inch in diameter. I do not think it has been 
publislied. 
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The frustules are discoid (? spherical), elliptical or cylindrical, and 
are united in pairs or in greater numbers, forming filaments more 
or lem lengthened, thus giving them a pseudo-likeness to Alga of 
the family of the Confervaceae. 

Genera, Cyclotella, Melosira. 
These are the affinities of the tribes, aa I understand them. I 

may add, in concluding the above arrangement of the Diatomaceae, 
that it is only a very incomplete essay. However, I shall esteem 
myself happy if the criticisms of which the system I now pro- 
pose may become the subject, should be the means of dissipating the 
obscurity which has so long enveloped the physiological knowledge 
of the Diatomacsae. 

[It affords me much pleasure in introducing the labours of my 
friend M. Petit to the readers of this Journal; and although, as 
he remarks, the essay is incomplete, it will have served a very 
useful purpose if it induces the diatomist to study the vital portion 
aa well as the “d ry  bones ” of the Diatomaceae. One very 
important phase in the life -history of these organisms might 
perhaps be discovered by patient and continuous observation of the 
living frustule, vie. the formation of microspores. Their repro- 
duction by means of auxospores and multiplication by self-division 
has long been known, but the existence of germs has not yet been 
detected. Their discovery would help to explain the rapid appear- 
ance of diatoms in recent rain puddles or amongst the confervoid 
growths invariably seen on walls and paths in the neighbourhood 
of leaky rain-water tanks and butts. It would be of the greatest 
interest to detect if the plasma in the frustule retains its vitality 
after the frustule becomes dry and itself an impalpable powder, and 
in this state carried hither and thither by the wind, and when 
deposited in a suitable nidus germinating. 

Dr. Pfiteer quotes with approval Meneghini’s observation, 
“That  anatomy has to effect the same useful revolution in the 
natural classification of diatoms as has been produced in the system 
and nomenclature of the Conchylia.” Unfortunately there is but 
little for the diatomist to anatomize in the organisms he studies, 
and that little is so rapidly altered by death, that it appears to me 
impossible to classify them in accordance with the disposition of 
the endochrome ; we can in a vast number of instances only infer 
this disposition from the resemblance the dead frustules and valves 
bear to those which we have been able to Btudy whilst living, thus 
constructing a system partly natural and partly artificial. 

Professor H. L. Smith remarks,* “ As for Dr. Pfitzer’s classifica- 
tion, I only know it through abstracts published in the journals : that 
niethod I long ago tried and abandoned, as he will be obliged to do. 
With all the enthusiasm of a novice, I fancied here was the key to 

* ‘M.  M. J.,’ vol. ix. p. 221. 
VOL. XVIII. G 
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unlock the mysteries of the diatom world. Alas ! the anomalies 
were so many and the difficulties so great, that I abandoned it in 
disgust.” 

Appended to the “ System ” is a list of Diatomace= found by 
the author in the environs of Paris: these gatherings were mostly 
made during the cold and wet seasons, viz. in winter and early spring. 
From this list I select those forms of which M. Petit has given 
figures and descriptions; a copy of his plate is also added. I may 
here remark that Fig 1 c is not in the original plate, but has been 
reproduced from a sketch sent to me by M. Petit.-F. K.1 

This little 
variety I have found in only one locality near Marly ; it is distin- 
guished from the typical form by slight indentations on the ventral 
margin (Fig. 2, a, b).  

This 
species is remarkable for the disposition ot the striae, which cut the 
median line obliquely as in the genus Scoliopleura ; the zone is also 
obliquely striated, as in the latter genus. Length, 107 p 8 ;  
breadth, 26 p 4 ; striae, 32 in 25 p. Ermenonville. I n  a piece of 
water in the centre of l’ile des Yeupliers. Tomb of J. J. Rousseau. 
(Fig. 1.) 

[Fig. 1 c represents a form of this species identical with Ehren- 
berg’s N. Iridis, as found in the Monticello (N. York) subpeat deposit, 
and which likewise has a similar obliquity of etriation. ‘( Var. 15 ” 
milst be deleted, as I have previously figured a var. 6 of N. Jirma. * 
Professor Pfitzer makes a new genus of the N. $ m a  group, which 
he calls N&dium : according to him, it differs from the Naviculeae ; 
first, the endochrome layers are immovable, dividing whilst still on 
the zone; second, that fission does not take place obliquely, but 
parallel to the longitudinal axis of the ce1l.t-F. K.] 

[The figure does not agree 
with Schumann’s ; $ his is elliptical lanceolate, apices obtuse and 
slightly produced, the striae reaching the median line.-F. K.] 

Xurirella pateZla Ktz. Marsh at de Presles. (Fig. 4.) [Pro- 
bably only a variety of S. ovalis.-F. K,] 

Campylodiscus noricus (Ehr.) var. p costatus (? Grunow). 
(Fig. 5.) 

Nitzschia sigmoidea (Nitz.) var. p zcndulata, n. s. This variety 
is very abundant in the Marais de Ver. It is distinguished by the 
undulation of the keel. Length, 22 p 3 ; breadth, 8 p 8 ; puncta, 
14 in 25 p. (Fig. 6.) [This form is not war. p of the ‘ Synopsis,’ 
which is probably a distinct species and the same as Synedra 
spectabilis Ehr. (N. spectabilis Pritchard, p. 72, 4th edit.). The 
undulations are not confined to the keel, the opposite margin is also 

$ ‘ Die Diatomeen der Hohen Tatra,’ pl. iv. fig. 61. 

Transactions of the Royal Microscopical Society. 

Cymbella turgida (Greg.) var. p incisa Petit. 

Navicula Jirnaa (Ktz.) var. 6 scoliopleuroides Petit. 

Stauroibeis Cohnii Hilse (Fig. 3). 

* ’ Soience-Gossip,’ 1867, p. 156. t Pfiteer, Zoc. cit., p. 39. 
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undulate. It is rather an abnormal or distorted condition of 
N. sipnoidea than a true variety. I have seen N. scnluris and 
N. speetabir‘is Ehr. contorted in a precisely similar manner to the 
French form : the undulations are very irregular; in some specimens 
they appear on one-half of the valve only, on otliers they are 
central.-F. K.] 

~. ~~~~ 

EXPLANATION OF PLA‘l’ES CLXXXVII., CLXXXVIII. 

PLATE CLXSXVII. 
FIG. 1.-Cocconeis pediculus Ehr. a, s. v. ; h, f. v. 
,, ‘L.--Aclinantlies exilis Kg. 
,, 3.--(romplioncm~i constrictum Ehr. CI) h, f. v. ; c, s. v. 
,, 4.Schemntic section of a Oojip6onem,r (after Ilorscow). 
,, 5.- ,I ,) Cgmbcllii (after Pfitecr). 
,, 6.-Cocconema cpbi,forme Ehr. 
,, 7.-Ncivicdu vlrdis lhb .  
,, 8.-Schemritic section of N , I D ~ c ~ ( ( .  
9, 9.- 1, Amplu~dcuru pclluci~b~ Kg. (after I$orscow). 
,, 10.- ,, ,, Ainp/iiprora lkdtic i I’titz. (nftcr l’fiitzcr). 
, , 1 1 . -  I, ,, NitzscAkt p n h r  Kg. (afier Borsrow). 
,, 1”- ,, ,, A‘. (rmpliiuxys Sm. (aftcr Dorscow). 
,, 13.- ,) ,, N. [inetiris Sin. 
,, 14.-Nitssc/u‘1t m S w 1 r i i i . s  Kg. (after dc Br6bisson MSS.). 
,, 15.---N. liwiwis Win. Sin. ( I ,  s. v. ; b, f.v. 
,, 16.-Scheiiiatic section of Sur~irelki O D  ilis (de BrCbisson MSS.). 
,, 17.-Cymritopbunt ,sdeic W. Sm. 
,, l8.-8ynednL splendens Kg. 
), 19.-Schematic section of a S!lnedr(r. ), 20.-~limrlatidium pectintclc Kg. a, s. v.; 11) f. v. (nftcr de Brd- 

,, 2l.-Didoma vugare. a ,  s. v.: 0, f. v. 
,, 22.--jMwidion circulure Ralfu. 
,, 
,, ,, 25.-Striutella unipirnc&rtu Lyrig. 
,, 
,, 

1859). ,, 28.-Cyclotella operculata Kg. a, 8. v.;  b, f. v. 
,, 29.--Melosira varians Ag. 
,, 

11, s. v. ; 6, f. v. 
t i ,  8. v. ; 6, s. v. 

a, a. v.; b, f. v. 
a, Y. v. ; b, f. v. 

bisson MSS.). 

a, Y. v. ; b. f. v. 
23.--Podosphenia Lyn:/byei Kg. (nftcr dc Bre‘bisson MSS.). 
21.-Grammatophor1i milrinri Kg. (after W. Smith). 

26.-Amphitetrus antediluvians Ehr. (after W. Smith). 
27.-Coscinodiscus cestrulis Ehr. (after Schultze, ‘Q.  M. J.’ vol. v. 

30.-Amphiprora paludosa W. Sm. (ufter W. Smith). 

PLATE CLXXXVIIT. 
FIG. I.-a, b, A’aviculu firma Kg., var. scolioplewoitles, m v .  var. ; c, dit,to. 
,, 
,, ,, 4.-Snrirella petella Kg. 
,, 
,, 

~ . - I I ,  6, Cynibelln twyidci Greg., var. cxcisn, nov. var. 
3.+, b, Stauroneis Colmii Hilw. 

Fi.-Cumpylodiscus noricus Ehr., var, 8. costatus f o r m .  
6.-bTitzscliia siginoidea Nitz., var. undulutri, nov. var. 

All the figures on this plate are enlarged 600 diameters. 

Correction to  pmvious paper. 
Page 10, line 13 from top, insoit bracket after “Ralfu.” 


